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Anisotropic magnetic behavior in Dy/Y films and superlattices
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By neutron diffraction we show that superlattices of Dy and Y grown by molecular-beam epitaxy
along the hcp b axis exhibit little magnetic coupling between successive Dy layers, even for Y

0
spacers as thin as 9 atomic planes {26A). Previous studies of Dy/Y superlattices grown along the
hcp c axis established that long-range three-dimensional helimagnetic ordering takes place even

0

through Y spacer layers as thick as 120 A. This highly anisotropic coupling behavior is shown to
have its origin in nearly-two-dimensional nesting features of the Y and Dy Fermi surfaces. Nesting
along the c axis gives rise to sharp peaks along c in the wave-vector-dependent magnetic susceptibil-
ity, and causes the exchange coupling to exhibit long-range oscillations in real space. The lack of
nesting features along the b axis leaves a rapid exponential decay of the exchange interaction with
spin separation. From magnetic measurements by superconducting-quantum-interference-device
magnetometry on b-axis superlattices and films, we deduce that the first-order ferromagnetic transi-
tion of Dy is suppressed, and that the critical field required to produce the ferromagnetic alignment
is much higher than the c-axis counterpart. This difference arises from anisotropy of the energy bal-
ance of the system. The magnetic coherence in b-axis superlattices and films is anisotropic and ex-
hibits an unusual temperature dependence.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth (RE) metals and alloys exhibit a rich diver-
sity of magnetic structures. ' At low temperature they de-
velop magnetization waves with wavelengths of about 9
atomic planes. These arise from the interplay of nearly-
two-dimensional (2D) nesting features of the RE Fermi
surface (FS) with magnetocrystalline anisotropy. As the
temperature is lowered, magnetoelastic driving forces be-
come increasingly important, eventually overcoming the
exchange barrier to turn bulk RE's ferromagnetic below a
critical temperature T, . Single-crystal superlattices
(SL's) synthesized from heavy RE's and Y have created a
new class of 3D magnetic structures and give valuable
insight into the origins of the RE magnetic structures.
Recent advances in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) per-
mit the growth of high-quality RE thin films and SL's in
chosen orientations and make it possible to undertake
studies of the highly anisotropic magnetic structures of
heavy RE's. The mechanical constraint provided by
epitaxy, in particular, alters the magnetoelastic behavior
and, consequently, the temperature dependence of the
magnetization wavelength. In this paper, we report the
results of neutron-diffraction and magnetization measure-
ments on three samples grown by MBE techniques along
the hcp b axes. Two are Dy/Y SL's: sample 3 is b-

[(Dy)26~ ( Y)9]s2, with 26 Dy planes and 9 Y planes repeat-
ed 82 times, and sample B is b-[(Dy)7~(Y)25]67. Sample C
is a 350-A film of pure Dy grown epitaxially on Y. We
refer to samples grown along b or c axes as b-axis and c-

axis samples, respectively. Our results on a-axis samples
are very similar to that of the b-axis ones, and we will in-
clude some of these results, especially interlayer magnetic
coherence, in the discussion.

Neutron diffraction experiments on c-axis Csd/Y,
Dy/Y, Er/Y, and Ho/Y SL's reveal that, although Y has
no 4f core magnetism, magnetization wave propagate
through intervening nonmagnetic Y layers as thick as 120
A. Previous work ' on c-axis Dy/Y SL's has shown
that the chirality of the Dy helimagnetic spin wave is
preserved through many intervening Y layers. This is ex-
plained as a consequence of the Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction in which the helical
Dy spin wave induces two orthogonal, out-of-phase
RKKY components in the Y that together carry circular
polarization. In Dy/Y c-axis SL s, helimagnetic ordering
occurs at about 175 K, close to the value 180 K in bulk
Dy. The turn angle ~ is about 43 at the Neel point and
decreases with temperature to about 30', depending on
the Dy layer thickness. Dilute Dy alloys in Y also exhibit
helical waves but the Neel temperature is much lower
and the helical turn angle of 50 is much less temperature
dependent. The transmission of magnetic coherence
through Y layers in SL's does not result from alloying.
In fact, detailed structural analysis has shown that the
Dy/Y interfaces are fairly sharp. The first-order fer-
romagnetic transition observed in bulk Dy at 85 K is not
observed to 4 K. Instead, a field of several kOe along one
of the easy a axes is needed to produce ferromagnetism in
Dy c-axis epilayers, and the transition occurs stepwise
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through intermediate states.
In this paper, we report strikingly different magnetic

behavior in b-axis materials. Such magnetic properties as
spin-spin coupling, magnetic coherence, and critical fields
and their temperature dependences, show a strong depen-
dence on growth direction. This orientation dependence
arises from the highly anisotropic electronic structures of
the RE's. Our results offer new insight into the 3D char-
acter of magnetic response and the resulting magnetic
phase transitions in the heavy RE's. The MBE growth of
a- and b-axes samples requires new procedures. These
are outlined in Sec. II, together with the measurements.
Three aspects of the experimental results are discussed in
Sec. III. The first, the spin-spin coupling through Y lay-
ers, and the observed ordering (or lack of it), are recon-
ciled with the known RE electronic structures. We then
discuss the magnetic structures, in particular, the phase
transitions, and finally turn to the question of intralayer
magnetic coherence.

II. EXPERIMENT
A.. Crystal growth

An earlier publication reports how a- and b-axes films
and SL's can be grown on single crystals of bulk Y. In
the present research, yttrium substrate crystals about 2
mm thick with a surface area of greater than 1 cm were
used for neutron scattering, and squares with a surface
area -0. 1 cm for SQUID measurement. These were ob-
tained from the crystal preparation group at the Ames
Laboratory and cut with the a or b axes perpendicular to
the desired growth planes. A high-quality surface was
produced by electropolishing the crystals in a perchloric
acid and methanol solution.

Yttrium substrates were reelectropolished immediately
before being introduced into the MBE chamber. A high-
temperature anneal at 750 C in the chamber produces
sharp reAection high-energy electron-diffraction
(RHEED) patterns. In order to further reduce surface
roughness, about 1000 A of Y was then deposited at
500 C, prior to actual SL growth. Interdiffusion, which
is known to be anisotropic in the hcp RE metals, was
minimized in the SL by maintaining the growth tempera-
ture at 350'C, which is 50 C lower than that used for c-
axis SL's. Thin films were generally grown at -400'C
because the higher temperatures resulted in a smoother
growth.

RHEED observation made during annealing and
growth revealed a variety of temperature-dependent sur-
face reconstructions of the b face. In general, the RE sur-
faces appear to prefer closed-packed arrangements. On
the b face, only the "closed-packed" [1210] direction
remains ordered, with the non-closed-packed directions
disordered. Similar behavior is also observed in other
systems such as noble-metal (100) surfaces. This trans-
formation occurs when the energy gained by surface con-
traction exceeds the energy lost by lack of registry with
the underlying atomic layers. We find that, when each
surface layer is buried at normal growth rates, the recon-
struction is relieved and the atoms revert to bulk registry,
so that crystals with excellent 3D order are obtained.

The 1D surface order gives rise to "sheets" in recipro-
cal space in place of the normal termination "rods" of a
2D ordered surface. RHEED diffraction appears as rings
along the ordered direction, highly elongated streaks per-
pendicular to it, and arched streaks in between. ' Figure
1(a) shows RHEED patterns for one such surface. At
high growth temperature, or after annealing, the surfaces
exhibited 1D order, although x-ray diffraction on the re-
sulting film revealed a high-quality 3D order, as men-
tioned above. Figure 1(b) shows the RHEED patterns of
an unreconstructed b face grown at low temperature
( ~ 350'C) at a low growth rate ( (0.3 A/sec). Such pat-
terns were also observed during higher-temperature an-
nealing at -750'C. Under these conditions, the bulk
driving force apparently becomes stronger than the sur-
face interactions that produce a high density but partly
disordered surface.

A typical x-ray Bragg scan for a b-axis SL, sample A,
is shown in Fig. 2. This demonstrates the quality avail-
able in b-axis Dy/Y SL's. The Bragg peak widths are
-0.1' and the rocking curves are &0.3 . The intensities
of several orders of SL sideband surrounding the central
Bragg peak indicate that the interdiffusion is limited. to
about four interface layers, similar to that of the c-axis
samples. The interface may be somewhat rougher than
the c-axis counterpart on a lateral scale of 10 A, but the
overall quality of the samples remains very good.

B. Neutron scattering

Neutron-scattering experiments were carried out on a
triple-axis spectrometer at the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology Reactor. A graphite analyzer
crystal set for zero-energy transfer was used to reject neu-
trons inelastically scattered by the thick Y substrate.
Collimations of 40'-25'-25'-40' resulted in a resolution of
0.02 A ' for longitudinal scans and 0.008 A ' for trans-

(a)

(b)

[ooo&]
FIG. 1. Typical RHEED pictures for b-axis samples: (a) a

reconstructed surface showing long streaks along the [1210]az-
imuth and an arc along the [0001] azimuth, and (b) an unrecon-
structed surface having somewhat shorter streaks along both
[1210]and [0001]directions.
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FIG. 2. X-ray Bragg scan along b on sample 3 near (1010)and (2020}. Arrows indicate the superlattice sidebands.

verse scans. Our measurements were designed to probe
the magnetic structure, the coherence between and in the
individual Dy layers, and the temperature dependence of
the order.

A basal plane spiral with wave vector qo:Kc along c*
gives rise to magnetic satellites at (0002+1~). Interlayer
magnetic coherence along b can be examined by scanning
across the magnetic satellites along the growth direction
in a ((0$2+Ir) scan, with g the scan variable. As an ex-
ample, Fig. 3 shows one such scan for sample 3 at 6 K
with K=0.204 and c*=1.111 A

The nuclear SL peak width 6 was determined from the
structural Bragg peaks at (6052) with 5=27r/La*, where
I. is the SL period, and a*=1.99 A . To increase the

scattering contrast with the Y layers, a 2.5-T magnetic
field was applied in the growth plane, along the easy
[1210] direction of magnetization, in order to drive the
Dy layers ferromagnetic. These (6052) scans are super-
imposed on the magnetic satellite in Fig. 3. The full
width of the structural satellites is 6=0.017 A with an
instrumental resolution of 0.008 A '. Because the fer-
romagnetic coherence extends over the entire sample, 6
measures the mosaic width and the structural regularity
of the SL. From the full width b, Q +=0.078 A ' of the
magnetic peak and the measured intrinsic width of
6=0.017 A ' for the nuclear Bragg peaks, we estimate
the coherence length along the growth axis for sample 3
to be

c—Dy YP40-

I

(o o o a+g)

gq =2m/[(b, g ~) —b, ]'~ —80 A .

In Eq. (1) we have approximately deconvoluted the ob-
served widths to obtain the magnetic coherence length

g 180-
CQ

D&26 Yg

g 120-
G

0-0.3 —0.2

—0.06
I I—0.02 0.02 0.06

Flax. 3. Neutron difFraction from the b-axis SL [(Dy)26~(Y)9]
(sample 2). Open circles, scan along a* across the (0002—a)
magnetic peak; solid circle, scan through the (0002) structural
peak along a* in a field of 2.5 T to show the structural satellites
of (0002). After Ref. 5.

b'
The magnetic coherence lengths along the b-axis

growth direction are 80 and 40 A for samples 3 and 8,
respectively. When these are compared with the Dy lay-
er thickness of 73 and 20 A for the two samples, the mag-
netic coherence is seen to be confined mainly to a single
Dy layer. Interlayer magnetic coupling appears to be
small or negligible for Y spacer layers as thin as 9 atomic
planes. As an example, the inset in Fig. 3 is a (00 0 2+ /)
scan along the growth direction on a c-axis SL similar to
sample 3 which shows that the magnetic coherence
length of a typical c-axis SL is ~ 500 A, corresponding to
many SL periods.

Although no interlayer ordering occurs in the b-axis
SL's, each Dy layer remains magnetically coherent below
T&. As explained above, the coherence length gb along
the [1010] direction is temperature independent at ap-
proximately the layer thickness. The widths of the mag-
netic peaks along the [1210] direction are also observed
to be temperature independent and comparable in size to

They correspond to long-range magnetic coherence
along a with g, ~ 500 A. In contrast to this behavior, the
coherence length g, along c is found to be surprisingly
small and to decrease with temperature. This curious
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of the helix, through many SL bilayers and for Y layer
thickness up to 120 A (Ref. 6).

This highly anisotropic dependence of coupling on
growth orientation can be understood qualitatively by
studying the magnetic response of two magnetic ions in a
Y lattice. Two ions with spins S,, S2 at positions r, and r2
are coupled through the Y conduction electrons by a
Hamiltonian &= —J(R)S,.Sz, where the separation is
R=r2 —r, and the real-space exchange coupling J(R) is
the Fourier transform of j(q), ' namely,

J(R)= g j(q)exp( —iq.R) .
Q I l I

0 350-11 b-axis Dy film

u ~ c-axis Dy ( Y

FM

Bulk Dy

IO
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FIG. 8. Variation of critical fields H, and HI with tempera-
ture for the b-axis samples, for a c-axis SL c-[(Dy)»~(Y),4), and
for bulk Dy. Below H, the sample is in the helimagnetic phase
and above H& it is in the ferromagnetic state; between H, and
H&, the sample is in a "fan" state.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Interlayer magnetic coupling

The a- and b-axis SL's fail to develop 3D magnetic or-
dering even for Y spacers as thin as 26 A. Magnetic
coherence is thus confined mainly to individual Dy lay-
ers, as discussed in Sec. II A. On the other hand, c-axis
SL's maintain magnetic coherence, including the chirality

tion curve as a function of applied field for field-cooled
sample 2 is shown in Fig. 7. The changes of slope visible
in Fig. 7 indicate the presence of an intermediate "fan"
state. The first feature at low field, corresponding to the
critical field H„marks the initial collapse of the helical
waves. Neutron-diffraction data indicate that a weaken-
ing helimagnetic scattering occurs well below the low-
field anomaly. The second notable feature, at higher field
is the final saturation at a field H&. The observed H, and
H& are both shown in Fig. 8. In comparison with bulk
Dy samples and with c axis Dy/Y SL's such as c-
[(Dy),~~(Y),4]6~, also shown in Fig. 8, the b-axis samples
require a larger H, and H& at low temperature. The
strong dependence on both the crystal orientational and
the epilayer thickness suggests that lattice clamping plays
a major role.

Second-order perturbation theory gives
j (q) =

Ij,y(q) l'y(q), with j,&(q) the exchange matrix ele-
ment connecting band states to the 4f core, and y(q) the
generalized susceptibility. The magnetic moments per-
turb the Y conduction electrons through this q-
dependent linear response function y(q). For an isotro-
pic electron gas, y(q) is isotropic and J(R) takes the
well-known RKKY form

—cos(2k~A )/(kFg )3 .

In the case of hcp RE's, J(R) is not isotropic, and its
symmetry plays an essential role in determining how the
spins coupled with each other.

For Dy and Y, j(q) along c* has been modeled and
measured by various methods in past work. ' There are
well-known peaks at nonzero q that arise from nearly 2D
nesting features in the hole FS at the wave vectors qo that
span these 2D sheets. These features reAect a near insta-
bility of the electron liquid to the formation of a spin-
density wave characterized by qo. In contrast, the ex-
change matrix element j,I(q) is nearly isotropic and al-
most the same for all heavy RE's. ' ' It decreases with
q and has a width corresponding inversely to the size of
the 4f shell. Less is known about the behavior along a*
and b*, but, because of the Aatness of the 2D sheets, we
assume that j(q) falls off with q like

~ j,&(q)~, and may
reasonably be represented by a Gaussian of width 0.6
A ' (Ref. 14). A sketch showing general features of j(q)
is given in Fig. 9(a). The envelope of J(R), consistent
with Fig. 9(a), is sketched in Fig. 9(b). The peaks in j(q)
along c* give rise to oscillations of wave vector qo in
J(R). As shown in Fig. 9(b), they decay with a range in-
versely proportional to the peak widths of j(q). Along
a* and b*, the broad width of j(q) causes a rapid ex-
ponential decay of J(R). This anisotropy is qualitatively
consistent with our observation of the magnetic coupling
range in the SL's.

To model the c-axis oscillations quantitatively, a more
detailed g(q) is needed. Peaks in g(q) for Dy and Y are
thought to differ in qo values, peak heights, and widths in
order to account for the observed differences in spin-wave
vectors, mean free paths, etc., of the pure metals. ' The
present discussion is idealized to treat Dy local moments
as if they were isolated in Y, for which only the conduc-
tion electrons of Y are involved. Thus, only y(q) for Y is
needed. Equivalently, y(q) may be considered identical
for Dy and Y and, in point of fact, Dy and Y do have
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count for the lowest-order correction due to y(q)
differences, we consider RE atomic planes separated by
R, embedded in Y in the growth plane, following the
treatment by Yafet et al. For growth perpendicular to
the basal plane, the spatial form along c of J(R ) stays the
same as in Fig. 9(b) because j(q, ) sharply peaks at qo
and

FIG. 9. (a) Schematic representation of j(q). (b) The en-
velope function of the Fourier transform of j(q) in (a) shows the
spatial anisotropy. Inset in the foreground is the actual Fourier
transform J(R) using Liu's y(q) along c (Ref. 13). After Ref. 5.

similar y(q). Indeed, greater diff'erences exist amongst
different calculations for a single metal than between the
two metals, owing to the complexity of the electronic
structures in RE's. ' ' The most detailed g(q) available
for Y was calculated by Liu et al. ' They found a peak
-0.7y(0) high, with a markedly square top, containing
sharp structure of width -0.03 A . We have fitted this
peak with a superposition of several Gaussian com-

0
ponents -0.03 A wide to reproduce their y(q). When
multiplied by the matrix element and Fourier
transformed, this gives the J(R) shown in Fig. 9(b). The
Gaussian fit has an advantage over a numerical transfor-
mation in that artificial oscillations are naturally avoided.
The resulting J(R) exhibits long-range oscillations along
c which extend more than 100 A, with beats that result
from the sharp features of y(q). Perpendicular to c, the
lack of narrow features in q causes J(R) to fall off l or-
der of magnitude faster. '"

To obtain the total coupling energy between layers of
moments, the interactions must be summed over all pairs.
Model calculations of this type have been performed by
Yafet and co-workers. Various uncertainties that
remain in the present knowledge of j(q) limit the quanti-
tative value of the detailed results. For the present we
can center our interpretation on the observed anisotropy
of J(R) described above, rather than on detailed simula-
tions.

In the real Dy/Y SL's studied here, the magnetic mo-
ments are coupled through the conduction electrons of
both Y and Dy. Thus, the difference of y(q) between the
two materials further perturbs the final form of J(R).
The materials are not truely homogeneous, since y(q)
contains the linear responses of both Dy and Y conduc-
tion electrons, and the real J(r„r2)depends explicitly on
both r& and r2 rather than R alone. To go beyond the
simple model of two ions in the Y matrix in order to ac-

J(R)= g j(q)exp( —iq R)
q, Ra, Rb

= g j(0,0, q +)exp( iq—,R ) .
C

On the other hand, if the RE sheet lie in the a-c plane,
the Dy spins form a spiral with a different wave vector qo,
and the exchange interaction along b is

(4)

J(R)= g j(q)exp( iq —R+iqQ, )

q, E,R

= gj (q „O,qo)exp( iq, R—) .
a

In this case, the spatial form along b of J(R) again
remains the same as in Fig. 9(b), but the summation
misses the peak along c in j(q) by b,q =qo —

qo resulting
in an exponential reduction of interlayer exchange. Since
the summation extends over q, [Eq. (5)], this reduction
can be factored out of the sum, and for a peak width of D
along c, its exponent is —(hq/D) . Therefore, when b, q
is large compared to D, as in the Gd/Y system, a further
reduction of a- or b-axis RKKY interaction is expected
in addition to its already short range. For the system
with very similar susceptibilities, as in the Dy/Y or Er/Y
SL's, the effect of inhomogeneity is less important. In
ferromagnetic systems, it is possible that the effects of
other interactions, specifically isotropic interactions such
as the dipolar interaction, may play an important role in
determining the interlayer coupling in the SL's.

The crude model described above predicts the range
and the anisotropy of the interaction rather well. In par-
ticular, the range of 100—150 A along the c axis and the
anisotropy by a factor 10 are in satisfactory general
agreement with the observation for the Dy/Y system.
The interaction volume for each magnetic ion is evidently

0
an ellipsoid with a long axis of -240 A along c and, at
most& 30 A along a and b. This volume is approximately
10 A, corresponding to —10 neighbors. It readily ac-
counts for the observed magnetic ordering in dilute Y al-
loys containing only a few atomic percent of magnetic
species. ' As pointed out earlier, similar features in the
susceptibilities and matrix elements of Dy and Y may
help to mitigate inaccuracies of the model. Finally, the
lack of coupling along a and b further reinforces earlier
beliefs that the observed long range of the coupling in c-
axis SL's is not an artifact due to unknown structural
Aaws such as strong alloying. The b- and c-axes samples
were grown under very similar conditions, and the inter-
faces of the b-axis samples are, if anything, lesy perfect
than those of the c-axis samples.

We note that, for the very different case of an isotropic
exchange interaction, there will be a large reduction in
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the interlayer coupling for a- or b-axis samples relative to
their c-axis counterpart when the magnetic layer separa-
tion is greater than the spiral wavelength. In this case, an
amplitude cancellation occurs especially near a symmetry
direction because the interaction is summed along the
spiral direction which is perpendicular to the growth
axis. No such cancellation occurs when the magnetic
spiral is perpendicular to the growth plane. This cancel-
lation effect should not be relevant in the present case be-
cause the long-range c-axis coupling derives from aniso-
tropic peaks in y(q).

B. Magnetoelastic effects

The magnetization curves in Fig. 7 and the critical-
field curves in Fig. 8 reveal the absence of a first-order
transition from the helical to the ferromagnetic phases
for temperatures down to 5 K. In bulk Dy, the first-
order transition in a field persists up to 130 K.' In the
presence of a field, the transition in SL s is initiated at H,
and takes place continuously (or possible stepwise)
through intermediate "fan" states to attain the pure fer-
romagnetic state at a much higher saturation field Hf.
Like the turn angle ~ in Fig. 6, both H, and Hf for the
b-axis samples vary less with temperature than in the
bulk and in comparable c-axis samples, but approach the
bulk values near T&. Kitano and Nagamiya' show that
the large basal plane anisotropy energy in bulk Dy below
about 130 K suppresses the intermediate "fan" state and
causes a first-order transition from helical to ferromag-
netic states. At higher temperature, the rapid decrease in
sixfold anisotropy gives rise to a "fan" state. Magneto-
striction competes with the epitaxial constraint to cause
similar effects' ' because a thick substrate can clamp the
strain of the epilayer crystal and hence greatly modify its
magnetostriction. As a consequence, the critical field H,
(Fig. 8) and turn angle co (Fig. 6) resemble bulk values
only within a very narrow temperature range near the
Neel point where spins are nearly random, making mag-
netic zone, magnetostriction, and anisotropy effects
minimal.

In mean-field theory for 4f magnetism, the free-energy
driving ferromagnetism is given by

(6)

Here f,„

is the exchange energy [which favors antiferro-
magnetic (AF) arrangements], f, is the magnetoelastic
energy [which generally prefers the ferromagnetic (F)
phase], and f, „

is the crystal-field anisotropy. In each
case, b,f =f(F)-f(AF) determines the di6'erence of the
free energies between the F and AF arrangements. The
discussion that follows neglects the sixfold anisotropy.
We assume that the Zeeman energy is only important in
the ferromagnetic phase. Then, a spontaneous ferromag-
netic transition occurs when fd is negative, as in bulk
Dy. In the spiral phase, fd is positive, and a critical
external magnetic field H, is required to induce spin
alignment. Thus, with fd =0 at the phase boundary, Eq.
(6) can then be rewritten as

(7)

where p is the temperature-dependent magnetic moment.
The exchange energy between conduction electrons

and the localized 4f spins in RE's arises from the long-
range oscillatory exchange interactions. Together with
small perturbations from magnetoelastic effects, it deter-
mines the wave vector of the magnetic order. ' The
period of the magnetic order at the onset of AF ordering
is determined by FS effects, specifically the peaks in y(q)
resulted from the nesting features in the FS discussed in
Sec. IIIA combined with the magnetocrystalline anisot-
ropy; its temperature dependence, on the other hand,
arises from the superzone gaps and possible nonlinear
effects. In bulk materials, the widening of this AF ener-
gy gap, as the temperature is lowered, destroys large seg-
ments of the nonmagnetic FS, particularly the webbing
features that drive the long-range ordering, and hence
modifies the magnetic structure. Attempts have been
made to include the effects of the distorted FS in a free-
electron band calculation of co, but these effects are
known to fall outside the linear regime and cannot be ac-
counted for by free-electron band models. In films and
SL's, the bulk FS's are further distorted, but the magnetic
zone effects appear to be much less pronounced, especial-
ly for a- and b-axes samples, as indicated by the weak
temperature dependence of ~.

We consider a phenomenological approach in which
the exchange energy is parametrized by the effective ex-
change constants between planes together with experi-
mental values of co. By using a three-layer interaction
model, ' the exchange energy may conveniently be evalu-
ated as

4f,„=o'J, (1—cases) /2cosco .

Ji is temperature independent and o.=p/p„, or its
equivalent with J2 held constant. For Dy, the saturation
moment p„,is approximately 10.6pz. Here, the ex-
change barrier b,f„depends on a single parameter J,
which can be determined from the values of cu and H,
below Tz, where magnetoelastic and anisotropy effects
are negligible [see Eq. (7)], and the observed values of
co. ' ' ' In this paper however, we have evaluated JI near
T, to produce the known bulk exchange barrier con-
sistent with the magnetoelastic energy (see the Appen-
dix). Figure 10 shows temperature dependences of the
barrier height, calculated for b-axis samples with JI =240
I/cm, assuming (8) to hold at all temperatures, and with
the measured values of co (Fig. 6). A similar analysis with
J2 assumed constant gives the same result to within 10%
(dotted lines in Fig. 10). The values for bulk Dy are also
shown for comparison. Note that we have neglected the
magnetoelastic contribution to Eq. (8) and, as we have
shown in the Appendix for bulk Dy, the magnetoelastic
contribution to J, is about 1 J/cm .

This phenomenological description of the exchange en-
ergy can be summarized as follows. Near the Neel point,
only the pure exchange minimum is observed, so all sam-
ples have similar barrier heights. As the temperature is
lowered, however, the exchange barrier is modified as an-
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FIG. 10. Temperature-dependent exchange barrier for the b-

axis samples and for the bulk Dy. Lines indicate the calculated
barrier height using the experimental turn angles and with J&

held constant at 240 J/crn', and dotted lines shows the calculat-
ed exchange barrier with J2 held constant at —80 J/cm'. The
variation of the barrier height at a given temperature for the
same sample constitute a less than 10%%uo difference between cal-
culations. Points represent the right-hand side of Eq. (7) that is
the sum of the magnetoelastic driving force described in the text
and the Zeeman energy from the H, data (see, e.g. , Fig. 8).

tiferromagnetic superzone gaps change the ratio J, /4Jz,
which we have modeled by using the empirical values of

As evidenced by its strongly temperature dependent
co, superzone efFects cause bulk Dy to have the lowest ex-
change barrier at low temperature. On the other hand, in
the strained systems including alloys, the epitaxial con-
straint seems to resist those energy-gap efFects that lead
to a temperature dependent co.

A quantitative description of the transition requires
careful attention to the magnetoelastic term on the right-
hand side of Eq. (7). Perfect epitaxy constrains the
growth planes of Dy and Y that are fully coherent. The
result of minimizing the magnetoelastic free energy with
respect to Cartesian strains subject to this constraint is
given by

v (Wa)
(10)

Near 0 K, we take c» =7.7X10 J/cm, c&2=2.5X10
J/cm, c&3=1.9X 10 J/cm, c3& =8.5X10 J/cm, and
K

&
(F)=266 J/cm, K2(F) = —317 J/cm, K3(F)=600

J/cm, K
&
(AF) = —24. 8 J/cm, K & (AF) = —24. 8 J/cm3,

and K3(AF)=520 J/cm determined for bulk Dy. The
inplane lattice strains eo are estimated from the measured
c-axis lattice constants for samples 2, 8, and C, to be
0.6%, 1.4%, and 0.3%, respectively. We therefore find
b,f,=4.4, —9.6, and —2. 6 J/cm, respectively. Simi-

larly, at 80 K, with the bulk values c» =6.7X 10 J/cm,
c,2 =1.6X 10 J/cm, c&3 =2.0X 10 J/cm,
c33 = 8.4X 10 J/cm, and K&(F)=61.4 J/cm,
K2(F) = —304 J/cm, K&(F)=342 J/cm,

Here, eo represents the fractional lattice mismatch
without magnetostriction. All the strain variables in Eq.
(9) can be measured by conventional scattering tech-
niques and bf, can then be calculated using the bulk
elastic and magnetoelastic coupling constants c„,c„,
and K„. In this paper we calculate bf, by eliminating
the equilibrium strains E„„from Eq. (9), solving the rela-
tion g c ' iE =K „' '. Lattice clamping is introduced by
a lattice mismatch Eo, and an adjustable volume ratio r
of magnetic to nonmagnetic components.

In earlier work (Ref. 22), Eq. (9) is used to calculate
b,f, for c-axis grown Er and Dy samples, and the result-
ing critical fields agree with the measurements rather
well. For b-axis Dy samples, lattice clamping from Y is
very strong because the substrates are a factor & 10
thicker than the film. The growth plane of the film there-
fore expands to follow changes of the substrate. This is
verified by measurements of c-axis expansion in the
growth plane for b-axis samples, as in the results shown
in Fig. 11. In this limit of large rI„Eq.(9) gives

Af, = —(1/2c„)b.(K2)

EQI AK] +EK3 [(c,&+cf3 )/c „]bK2 ] . (1 1)

= —
—,
' g K i 'E„„+const.

P

Here, for the o;th growth direction, the efFective elastic
constant in the growth plane (i.e., p, vWa) is

CJ —)—

0-2—G
Sample B
Sample C

with c„andc„elasticconstants for Dy and Y, respec-
tively, and r is the proportion of nonmagnetic material
(Y). The E„„arethe equilibrium strains. Similarly, the
efFective magnetoelastic coupling constant for this growth
plane is

0
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I

I 20
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FIG. 11. The temperature variation of the c-axis strains for
the b-axis samples, as determined by neutron scattering. The
line shows the corresponding strain for bulk Y (Ref. 24).
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K i (AF) = —68.5 J/cm, K2 (AF) = —68.5 J/cm, and
K3(AF)=223 J/cm, we obtain bf, = —2.7, —5.7, and
—1.5 J/cm, respectively. Of course, these numerical re-
sults depend on how the thermal expansion and other pa-
rameters are estimated, but one qualitative feature
remains valid. For b-axis films, the larger the lattice
clamping, the bigger the gains in f, and the stronger the
tendency to go ferromagnetic from magnetoelastic energy
alone. For c-axis films, on the contrary, stronger clamp-
ing leads to less likelihood for a ferromagnetic transi-
tion.

To compare this result with the exchange barrier ob-
tained from Eq. (8), we add to the calculated b,f „—
from Eq. (11), the Zeeman energy pH, from the critical
field data [right-hand side of Eq. (7)]. The resulting
values at two different temperatures are shown in Fig. 10.
For all the samples, the comparison between the modeled
driving force for ferromagnetism and the exchange bar-
rier at the critical phase boundary is we11 within the un-
certainty of the model. The error bars shown in Fig. 10
arise from systematic uncertainties in the critical-field es-
timates.

The striking agreement between the two sides of Eq. (7)
as displayed in Fig. 10 for a wide range of H, and co

demonstrates internal consistency among observed values
of co, H, and co. Thus, the parametrization of the ex-
change barrier via the observed turn angle permits us to
quantitatively investigate the energy balance between the
different magnetic phases including the anisotropic be-
havior associated with different growth directions. We
summarize the behavior of the magnetic transition in
different samples as follows. Lattice clamping evidently
suppresses the mechanisms that drive co toward zero,
thereby leaving the exchange barrier at close to its value
at T&. This is accompanied by a relatively small increase
in available magnetoelastic energy leaving these systems
much harder to magnetize than either c-axis samples or
bulk Dy, requiring, therefore, a much higher critical field.
In the c-axis systems, the superzone effects are more
effective and, even though the driving force for fer-
romagnetism decreases with clamping, they are more
easily driven to the ferromagnetic phase.

C. Intralayer magnetic coherence

The magnetic phases of Dy discussed in Sec. III B are
determined mainly by the competition between the ex-
change and the magnetoelastic energies. When the hel-
imagnetic phase is preferred, the local energy balance
determines characteristics of the magnetic arrangement
such as m. Interfacial roughness, dislocations, and
uneven interdiffusion can modify this local energy bal-
ance and cause variations in co which limit the magnetic
domain size.

In RE's, the exchange coupling in the basal plane is al-
ways ferromagnetic. The strong coupling "locks" each
individual a-b plane, into a ferromagnetic sheet with very
large in-plane domain size. On the other hand, the cou-
pling along the c axis is oscillatory, and the energy of the
system may be represented by a phenomenological form
mostly f,„with magnetoelastic corrections.

f—Jo(s, c )+J, (e, c )cosco+ J2(s, c )cos2co+ (12)

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we report the results of experiments that
reveal highly orientation-dependent magnetic structures
in Dy/Y SL's grown along diFerent crystallographic
axes. These consequences of anisotropy in magnetic ex-
change and magnetoelastic effects are deeply rooted in
the RE electronic structure, and derive ultimately from
the hcp crystal symmetry. ' A semiquantitative descrip-
tion of the behavior presented here, using bulk properties
of pure RE's, is reasonably successful. While a lack of
experimental information on the electronic structure and
elastic properties of the SL's limits the discussion, there is
nevertheless substantial agreement between the phenome-

Here, the J's depend on the strain c. and the concentra-
tion c if alloying is present. The interlayer turn angle can
be determined by minimizing f with respect to cu. Exper-
iments clearly establish that ~ depends on both c. and c
(Ref. 26) as do the data shown in Fig. 6, particularly the s
dependence. In c-axis SL's, both c and c are periodic
along c but are uniform along c for films. In both cases
the spins are periodic along c and no loss of coherence is
observed with decreasing temperature. Near the inter-
faces of a- or b-axes samples, however, c and c may fluc-
tuate randomly along c through the sample, owing to
heterogeneities of the materials. This can lead to a posi-
tion dependence of co which, we speculate, limits the
coherence shown in Fig. 4.

Gradients of c. and c along the growth direction in a-
and b-axis samples should produce a corresponding gra-
dient in co along the same direction. However, ferromag-
netic exchange locks each basal plane. The moments in
neighboring planes must then adjust to a new energy
minimum that defines a single local co along c within each
domain. This local co is determined by the thickness ratio
of the Dy/Y interface layer to the Dy layer itself. Near
the Neel point, the values of co for pure Dy, for the Dy/Y
alloy, and for the strained Dy, lie between 42' and 50 and
are thus all similar. Therefore, the resulting co lies in the
same range and exhibits relatively small Auctuation. As
the temperature is lowered, however, ~ for bulk Dy de-
creases rapidly while that for dilute Dy alloys stays al-
most fixed; strain can give rise to similar differences. The
large changes can obviously increase the Auctuations of co

along c. The unexpectedly strong reduction of magnetic
coherence in Fig. 4, and its temperature independence at
low temperature where co reaches its smallest value, are
both consistent with this interpretation. Furthermore, if
fluctuations of co were mostly interface dependent, thick-
er Dy layers should have larger values of g„asis actually
observed in the two SL's studied here. Because the 350-A
film was grown at 400 C, 50'C higher than the SL's, the
interdiffusion layer may be about ten times greater than
that in the SL's and the interface-to-Dy layer thickness
ratio remains about the same as in sample A. This may
explain why the behavior of g, in the film is very similar
to that in sample A (samples A and C in Fig. 4).
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nological predictions and the experimental observations.
Much of the analysis depends on the assumption that in-
dividual layers in SL's each respond as they would in
bulk RE, modified only by the epitaxial constraint. This
leads to the belief that experiments using films can be
designed specifically to investigate bulk behavior, such as
the spatial form of J(R).

We note finally that the electrons in SL's are, to some
degree, shared among neighboring layers owing to the
fact that the mean free path may be significantly longer
than the layer thickness. Accordingly, they must share a
common FS when the electron relaxation is relatively
weak, and the magnetic and elastic properties must be al-
tered. Explicit effects due to electron relaxation and su-
perzone formation in metal SL's, and specifically those
effects associated with magnetic ordering, have not yet
been studied experimentally. One important question
that remains to be answered is how two magnetic layers
can be coupled by the conduction electrons through Y
120 A thick when the mean free paths of the electrons in-
volved in transport near the Neel point are known to be
less than 100 A. Band-structure calculations for SL's,
when available, and measurements along the lines of the
present work may improve the understanding of these in-
terfacial phenomena and the associated magnetic effects.
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APPENDIX: THE MAGNETOELASTIC CONTRIBUTION
TO THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

OF THE MAGNETIC TURN ANGLE

The co-dependent total free energy is given by

f (co)-f,„(co)+f,(co)

=o. J1cosco+o J2cos(2co)+f,(co),

where the three-layer exchange interaction model is
parametrized by J, and J2 (same as 28, and 2B2, respec-

tively, in Refs. 1 and 19). The relationship between J,
and J2 is found by minimizing the total free energy with
respect to ~:

J1 = —4J2cosco+(1/tr sinco)t)f, (co)/Bco . (A2)

For bulk Dy, we can evaluate the second term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (A2) by using the magnetoelastic
energy derived in Ref. 12 in which only the one-ion and
two-ion contributions to the magnetoelastic energy are
included. We obtain

(1/sinco)Bf, (co)/Bco= —,'e ' c1111+ —c22A, 2
1

2 11 1 2~3 22 2

a2agaagaV'3
C 11 1 C22 22

(A3)

where the equilibrium strains, the elastic and the
magnetoelastic constants are all written in terms of
the hexagonal modes. With the known bulk values,
the calculated magnetoelastic contribution to J&,

[(1/o sinco)Bf, (co)Bco], changes from 0 J/cm at Ttt to
about 1 J/cm above T, . For co to change from 43'at T&
to 26' just above T„with J2 held constant at ——80
J/cm in order to fit the experiment, J& must change
from 240 to 290 J/cm . The magnetoelastic contribution
of 1 J/cm is therefore negligible. By rewriting (Al) as
J, = —4J2cosco, we obtain Eq. (8) of the text.

We finally note that, in determining J„wehave nor-
malized Eq. (8) to ftt the right-hand side of Eq. (7) using
bulk values. " We have specifically favored the fit near
bulk T, in order to produce the known exchange barrier
near that temperature. The published JI on the other
hand, was obtained by normalizing the fit below T&
where magnetoelastic effects are minimal (Refs. 1 and 19).
We have obtained a J, of 240 J/cm which gives an ex-
change barrier height of about 1 J/cm just above T, for
bulk Dy. This is required to balance the magnetoelastic
energy of about 1 J/cm (Refs. 12 and 21) and a negligible
planar anisotropy of about 0.1 J/cm (Ref. 19) if Eq. (7) is
to hold for all temperatures, especially at low tempera-
ture where magnetoelastic effects are important. This J&
is larger than the published value of 150 J/cm (Refs. 1

and 19) which gives a barrier height of about 0.6 J/cm
above T, not consistent with the known magnetoelastic
data.
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